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ABSTRACT
The effects of two degrees of social punishment
(in the form of a verbal rebuke) to a model upon the
vicarious acquisition and subsequent performance of a
conceptual, rule governed mode of verbal response was
investigated with 144. fifth grade child observers =
Instructions designed to produce a post-modeling attentional set were also studied.

The design included a

no-model control group, a control group in which the
model received no consequences, and two experimental
modeling groups who observed the model receive either weak
or strong verbal punishment contingent upon a specified
mode of response.

These conditions were combined fact-

orially with three instructional variations, differing
in the degree to which they called attention tP the sub
ject 8s and the model's behavior.

Baseline, imitation,

and generalization measures were taken.

Analysis of

variance showed no significant differences among any
of the groups.

However, an inverse relationship be

tween baseline score and the direction and amount of
change was found for both experimental and control
groups, although the relationship was significantly

vii

vili;
greater for the experimental groups in the baseline to
imitation measureo
discussed.

The implications, of this finding were .

INTRODUCTION

Recent investigation of imitation and modeling
processes has clearly shown modeling to be an efficient
method of imparting a great variety of responses to ob
servers,

This research has been either performed by or

stimulated by the work of Bandura and his associates, and
has opened new vistas of thought concerning the role of
mediation in learning and cognition generally <,' Previous
research in imitation concentrated upon experimental para
digms in which modeling displays produced literal mimicry .
of response components by observers (Miller and Bollard,
1 9 4 1 ? Skinner, 1953? Baer and Sherman, 1964? Gewirtz and
Stingle, 1968),

In contrast, it is the contention of

workers in the Bandura tradition that modeling can be
applied not only to produce strictly imitative responses,
but generalized modes of response as well.

For example,

the presentation to observers of a modeled stimulus display
has been shown to successfully alter such generalized be
haviors as the moral judgments of children (Bandura and
McDonald, 1963), the timing and amount of self-imposed
reinforcement (Bandura and Mischel, 1965? Bandura, Grusec,
and Menlove, 1967), the amount of self-imposed punishment

■ ■ ■
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as a function of modeled standards (Hanson, 1971)? and the
production of abstract inkblot responses (Rosenthal and
Hertz, 1971)o

Also, model observation has produced both rule

governed categorical behavior and conservation responses in
young children who, prior to the modeling treatment, were
unable to produce the correct responses (Alford, 1971?
Rosenthal and Zimmerman, 1970)«
In a line of research which has carried modeling even
further into the cognitive domain, modeling has been shown
to alter or instill complex rule governed behavior in chil
dren »

Because language is one of the most common forms of

rule governed behavior, and is both important and complex,
it has been employed in a number of steadies as a response
modality to be modified*

Within the linguistic domain then,

modeling has been used to teach very complex linguistic struc
tures to autistic children (Lovaas, 1 9 6 6 ), to produce modi
fications in the use of the passive mood (Bandura and Harris,
1 9 6 6 ), prepositional constructions (Odom, Leibert and Hill,
1968), simple sentence patterns (Carroll, Rosenthal and
Brysh, 1969), descriptive adjectives (Lahey, 1971), and verb
tenses (Rosenthal and Whitebook, 1970), to create arbitrary,
but rule governed, novel "sentence" formations (Leibert eto
alo, 1 9 6 9 ), to alter the formation of complex sentences and
the use of the pluperfect tense (Rosenthal and Carroll,
1 9 7 0 ), and complex conceptual and rule governed modes of

■ V 3
inquiry (Rosenthal, Zimmerman, and Burning, 1970)= The
combined results of this research leaves little doubt
that modeling is not only capable of producing imitation
of specific response components, but can create and/or
modify abstract, conceptual, rule governed behavior as well*
Bandura (1969) makes a distinction between.vi~
carious acquisition

or learning of a response sequence,

and the performance of that behavior=

He presents con

siderable evidence that learning can occur in the absence
of any overt reinforcement, as, for that matter, can per
formance of the responseo

However, positive reinforcement

serves as a performance, variable in that it tends to fa
cilitate performance, whether it is administered to the
model only, the observer only, or to both*

Similarly,

punishment serves to inhibit performance of the imitative
response*

Bandura, Ross and Ross (1961) found that

punishment to an adult model significantly decreased the
frequency of imitative aggression in child observers,
relative to groups who witnessed the model receive either
positive social reinforcement or no consequences, and to
a no model control group*

Similarly, Rosekrans and Hartup

(1967) found that when aggressive behavior was initially
rewarded and .subsequently punished, it resulted in suppres
sion of the aggressive responses of observers*

A series

of studies in which the model was punished for playing
with some prohibited toys demonstrated, in general, that
punishment to the model increased the observer0s resis
tance to deviation (Walters, Leat, and Mezei,-.
1 9 6 3 ?. Walters,
Parke, and Cane, 1965? and Parke and Walters, 1967),
Benton (196?), in a similar study, found that observers
who witnessed others reprimanded for handling prohibited
toys later showed the same amount of response inhibition
as did those who were directly punished, thus confirming
the efficacy of vicarious punishmento

Punishment has

also been shown to modify the status of a model (Bandura,
Ross, and Ross, 1963? Hastorf, 1 9 6 5 ), which is an impor
tant variable both with respect to performance and the
degree to which a model is attended to by observers
(Bandura, 1969),

While the above results firmly establish

the suppressive effect of vicarious punishment, one must
note that this has been investigated only with motoric
and relatively molar responses such as aggression,,

How

ever, in the somewhat more cognitively oriented response
of commodity selection, Leibert and Fernandez (1970) demon
strated that child observers who witnessed an adult model
punished for certain preference choices imitated those
choices less than subjects exposed to vicarious reward
or no consequence conditions.

Aside from this study

then, the effect of vicarious punishment upon highly

.
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cognitive types of responses remains an empirical
question to be investigated further„
The present study was designed to experimentally
investigate the relative effects of two degrees of vicar
ious punishment upon observer's performance of a highly
complex cognitive linguistic task, namely, the use of the
interrogative mood in the form of question asking behavior»
Information seeking behavior has been investigated very
little, but it seems important not only because it repre
sents a work sample of complex cognitive rule-governed
behavior, but because the use of the interrogative mood
allows the inquirer to solicit important behavior guiding
information.

Furthermore, it allows the inquirer to con

trol the appropriate verbal responses of others from whom
he seeks information.

Thus, the use of the interrogative

mood would appear to represent both a powerful means of
acquiring vital data, and a guideline to the cognitive
organization of that data when it is received.
In addition to the effects of two degrees of
punishment (mild and strong), the effect of attentionfocusing instructions is also of interest.

For example,

Bandura and Harris (1966) found that modeling plus
attentional set was the most powerful condition in
teaching child observers to use passive sentence con
structions.

Accordingly, in the present design, each

:
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child was told before the modeling display that he would
perform again later on, and after modeling, received one
of three sets of instructions, differing in the degree to
which they called attention to the child's baseline be
havior, or to that plus the model's behavior as wello
The present study involved a 4 (Modeling) X 3
(instructions) factorial designo

In modeling variations,

the child observed the experimenter give no feedback,
mild verbal rebuke, or strong verbal rebuke to the model's
questions? a no model control group provided a means to
estimate children's question responses to the stimuli
without any modeling interventionso

The instructional

variations asked the subject to merely recall their own
baseline performance, or to both recall their own per
formance plus that of the model, and to change their
question responses accordingly, as compared with a
control condition, which made no reference to the sub
ject’s baseline performance, or to the model's responses,
and did not ask for a change in behavior«,

No overt

positive reinforcement was administered to either the
model or to the children, for reasons to be discussed
latero
Although this research was somewhat exploratory
in nature, several hypotheses were suggested by previous
modeling investigations within the cognitive domain, and

by the punishment literature in general«

First, relative

to the no model control group, the experimental groups
should decrease their production (in the imitation and
generalization phases) of that mode of inquiry for which
they.saw the model punishedo

The no consequences group,

on the other hand, would be expected to increase the
relative proportion of the question class which was most
frequently modeled, since they never observed it being
punished.

Because of the possible negative emotional

arousal engendered in subjects who witnessed the model
receive strong verbal punishment, and a possible resul
tant; lack, of cooperation, it was expected that this treat
ment would be less effective in suppressing the punished
question class than the weak punishment condition.

In

addition, because strong emotional arousal can interfere
with information processing, weak punishment tends to
convey information better than strong punishment (Bandura,
1969, P® 316).

The no model group would be expected to

show no change over trials.

A significant effect for

instructions was also expected, such that relative to
the neutral instructions variations, the weaker in
structions were expected to result in some diminution in
the punished question class, whereas the strong instruc
tions condition was expected to produce the largest decrement

8

in the relative frequency of the punished question class
in imitation and generalization measureso

METHOD
Subjects and Experimenters
The subjects (Sis) were 144 fifth grade children,
evenly divided as to sex, drawn from an elementary school
serving a middle class region of Tucson, Arizona»

Their

ages ranged from nine to thirteen, with the vast majority
falling in the age range from ten to eleven years0

The

experimenter (E) was a twenty-six year old white male
graduate student, and the model (M) was an attractive
twenty-two year old female undergraduate student <> Six
boys and six girls were randomly assigned to each of the
twelve factorial combinations of modeling (4) X instruc
tional (3) treatments, resulting in twelve separate groups
of six boys and six girls eacho
The Task
The task involved two series of twelve stimulus
cards, each of which depicted a common object®

These cards

were presented one at a time to £>, who was instructed
to make up a question about each picture®

S* s

re

sponses were recorded by M, who was sitting to one side
as the child-performed®
As they were presented, the stimulus pictures
were alternatively chromatic and achromatic®
9

The

10
achromatic pictures were redrawn from the Van Alstyne
Picture Vocabulary Test, and the chromatic stimuli were
taken from unpublished items developed by the Demon
stration and Research Center for Early Education,
Peabody College0

The first set of twelve pictures was

employed in the baseline, modeling, and imitation phases,
and the second set served as stimuli for the general
ization phase*

The stimulus pictures were, in orders

Set I
lo

An orange

2»

A typewriter

3®

A balloon

4®

A park bench

5®

A hair brush

6o

A barrel

7®

A guitar or mandolin

8®

A pair of scissors

9®

A bugle

10®

A measuring cup

11.

A pencil

12®

A wood screw

.. .Set II
I*

A tea kettle

2o

An umbrella

:

;

:v

3o

A penny

4o

A candle and holder

5 o.

A picnic basket

60

An electric fan

?<>

A ladder

80

A box

9o

A party horn

10o

The sun

11o

A slide

12e

A razor

•: . 11

The S's question responses were scored as falling
into one of four categories of questions®

These cate

gories closely parallel Piaget's (1959) classifcation
1
of children's questions, and were as follows:
I® Questions pertaining to the identity or
physical attributes of the stimuli®
2 = Questions pertaining to the pragmatic function
of the stimuli®
3® Questions concerning causal relationships
involving the stimuli®
4° Questions pertaining to judgments of pref- .
erence or value concerning the stimuli®
1® For examples of questions scored as
belonging to the various categories, See Appendix A.

12
As the child verbalized each response, it was recorded
on a special mimeographed form prepared by the authoro

2

Pilot testing on the relative proportions of the various
types of questions given by children on a baseline per
formance of the task revealed that the highest propor
tion of questions fell into category 1, ioe<>,

those

pertaining to the identity or physical attributes of
t he.stimuli«' Accordingly, this question class was
selected as the class for which M was to be punishedo
Six of the twelve questions modeled were of this cate
gory, and the remaining six questions were evenly
divided among the other three question classeso
Procedure
Each S was brought individually from his class
room to a small room provided by the school for the
experimento

The treatment conditions were arranged in

a fixed order on a tally chart, and random assignment
of Ss to conditions was achieved by placing S in the
next condition of the fixed sequence as he entered the
test room.

The test room was adjacent to the principal’s

office, and contained a desk, a small table, and three
chairs® As the child entered, he was asked to sit in a
chair near the end of the desk®

E seated himself at the

desk in a position at right angles from S®
2® See Appendix B

S was not

introduced to the M, who was seated at the table such
that her back was to SL
As soon as both S and E were seated, E said
"Well

Name

, I'm'Mr. Harvey, and I'm here to find

out about how boys and girls like you ask questions.
Tell me

Name

, how old are you?"

After the S re

sponded, E continued "Well here is what I'd like you
to do.

I've got some cards with pictures on them here

(E indicates the folder containing the stimuli), and I
just want you to make up a very simple question about
each card.

Is that all clear?"

(If S indicated that

he did not understand, he was given the instructions
again).

After the S indicated in the affirmative, E

would continues "Fine.

Here is the first card.

up a question for this card."

Make

After the S responded

to the first card, E continued "Here is the next card."
This process continued until _S: had responded to all
twelve cards of set I, while M recorded the responses.
This constituted the baseline phase of the experiment.
During baseline, as in all other phases of the study,
E avoided any direct eye contact with S, so as not to
inadvertently reinforce a particular response or mode
of response, and said simply "Here is the next card,"
after each of S's responses.

.U
Following the baseline phase, E instructed
each S in the modeling groups as follows?

"Now this

lady is going to make up a question about each card.
You watch and listen carefully, and you will have
another turn latero"

The M pulled her chair up to the

desk so as to face E, and to be at right angles from So
E then presented the notebook containing the stimulus
cards, opened it to the first card, and said, "Here is
the first card®

Make up a question for it,"

The

modeled questions are listed below.
Card 1,

What color is it?

Card 2,

Is that a new typewriter?

Card 3°

Does this float in the air?

Card 4°

Is it in a park?

Card 5°

Is brushing good for your hair?

Card 6®

Could you put water in this?

Card 7,

Is that made of wood?

Card 8,

Are these scissors sharp?

Card 9o

Does the horn make music when you blow
on it?

Card 10,

Do you like to measure things?

Card 11,

What kind of pencil is this?

Card .12,

Why does a screw hold things together?

■
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The modeled responses for card numbers 1, 2, 4? 7? 8,
and 11 are questions pertaining to the identity or physi
cal attributes of the stimulio

The questions for card

numbers 3 and 6 are questions pertaining to the pragmatic
function of the stimuli; the ones for card numbers 9 and
12 concerned causal relations involving the stimuli; and
the ones for card numbers 5 and 10 are questions per
taining to judgments of preference or value concerning
the stimulio

The M attempted to ask these questions at

relatively the same level of voice intensity and with
similar intonationf so as to control for inadvertent
cues to So
The E* s reaction to each of M 8s questions differed
depending upon treatment conditiono

Under the M no con

sequences control condition? E simply said "Here is the
next card?11 after each response, and "Thank you,” after
the last card? whereupon M would resume her former po
sition at the small table„

Under the M mild punishment

condition, E responded to each modeled response as follows
Card I®

That was not a good question.

Card 2 0

That was a poor question.

Card 3°

Here is the next card.

Card 4.

That was a pretty bad question.

Card 5=

Here is the next card.

Card 6.

Here is the next card.

16
Card 7 o

That was also a very bad question»

Card So

That was a silly question=

Card 9o

Here is the next cardo.

Card 10o Here is the next card,
i

Card 11o

That was also a poor question.

Card 12,

Thank you,

-

Under the M strong punishment condition, E responded to
each modeled question as followsi
Card 1,

That was not a good question,

try harder.

Card 2,

That was a poor question, try and make
better questions, that was no good.

Card 3®

Here is the next card.

Card 4,

That was a pretty bad question, I ’ve told
you to try harder, get smart!

. Card 5®

Here is the next card®

. -

Card 6,

Here is the next card.

Card 7®

That was also a very bad question, dummie!

Card 8,

That was a silly question, make good
questions, not such horrible ones!

Card 9,

Here is the next card.

Card 10,

Here is the next card.

Card 11,

That was also a poor question, that was just
awful, you really are a stupid lady!

• Card 12,

Thank you.

Following the “Thank you,

given by E in each of these

punishment conditions, M resumed her former position at
the small table=

During the punishment modeling se

quences, M retained an emotionally neutral facial ex
pression and voice toneo

For _Ss in the no M control ,

group, no instructions referring to the modeling phase
were given and no modeling display was presented, rather,
they were administered one of the sets of instructions
prior to the imitation phase and proceeded directly on
to that phaseo
One-third of the Ss in each of the modeling
groups was then given one of the instructional vari
ations »

The neutral instructions condition was given

the following instructions:

"Now you.can have another

turn to make up a question about each card*
the first card,"
told:

Here is

Ss in the weak instructions group were

"Now you can have another turn to make up a

question about each card, only this time try to think
up new, and interesting, and different kinds of questions.
Here is the first card,"

Ss in the strong instructions

group were told the following:

"Now you can have another

turn to make up a question about each card, only this time
try to think up new, and interesting, and different kinds
of questions.

Try to make different kinds of questions

than the lady usually made.

Here is the first card,"

18

Strong instructions Ss who were in the no M treatment
condition were given instructions which were specially
modified to take into account the fact that these people
had not observed the modeling sequences

"Now you can have

another turn to make up a question abodt each card, only
this time try to think up new, and interesting, and differ
ent kinds, of questions.

Try and make different kinds of

questions than you did before.

Here is the first card,’1

The S was then readministered the same set of
cards as had been used in baseline and for the modeling
sequence, and S* s responses were recorded as before.
Whereas E had said "Here is the next card," following
each of the S's responses in baseline, he made no re
sponse at all during S's performance of the imitation
and generalization phases, so as to avoid implicitly
reinforcing any particular response, or mode of respond
ing,

As before, direct eye contact with S was avoided

as well.

This then, constituted the imitation phase of

the experiment.
The following instructions were given to all
children before the generalization phase:

"Now.I'm

going to show you a new set of cards, and this time
when you make up questions, I want you to make up the
.best questions you can.

It doesn't matter if your

questions are like questions you've already asked,
or different from questions you've already asked.

All that matters is that you make up questions that you
yourself think are very good questions<. Here is the
first card."

The notebook was then opened to the

generalization cards and presented to the £>.

As in the

imitation phase» E avoided direct eye contact with 3 and
said nothing after each of S* s responses except the
last one, following which he said "Thank you," and
indicated that the task was finished.

The S was

then escorted back to his classroom, and thanked again
for his participation.

-
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RESULTS
Prior to conducting this study, a pilot survey
was taken with 34 children (similar to those presently
used as Ss) to determine which class of questions were
most frequently asked regarding the stimuli=

The pilot

study was run in order to assure that the question class
selected for punishment was frequent enough that any
suppressive effects of vicarious punishment could be
studied„

While the pilot data indicated that questions

pertaining to the identity or physical attributes of
the stimuli had the highest relative frequency among
the four question categories, questions, pertaining to
the pragmatic function of the stimuli ran a close
second.

On the basis of this analysis, questions per

taining to the identity or physical attributes of
stimuli were selected for punishment in the modeling
sequence.

After the.present study was completed, the

baseline data for all Ss were analyzed to determine if
question class 1 had indeed been given with the highest
frequency.

The results of this analysis revealed that

classes 1 and 2 had reversed their relative positions
with the present sample.

Question class 1 included
20

■.

.

45»43% (N = 916) of all baseline responses (Total N =
2 0 1 6 )y whereas class 2 included 47°37$ (N = 955)of the
responseso

The difference between the proportions of

the two classes was minimal however (less than.two per
centage points), indicating that either class would have
been acceptable for use as the punished question class*
The proportions for question classes 3 a n d .4 were small,
being 5<>20^ (N = 105) and 1 * 9 ^ (N = 40), respectively*
Since questions pertaining to the identity or
physical attributes of the stimuli (Hereafter referred
to as nominal-physical questions) was the class selected
to be punished, the number of questions-belonging to this
class was considered the dependent variable*

In order to

assess the effect of the differential treatments, the
number of nominal-physical questions elicited in baseline
by each group of Ss was compared with the number pro
duced by that group in imitation and generalization
measures*
In order to assure that no significant differences
between the groups existed in baseline, a one way analysis
of variance was performed*

This analysis revealed that there

were no significant differences among the 12 groups in the
number of nominal-physical question responses produced
in baseline (F = 1*50, df = 11/143? N.S*) (Table 1)*
an analysis in which the groups were separated by sex

In

Table 1,

Summary of the Analysis of Variance of
the Number of Nominal-Physical Questions
in Baseline*

Source

df

Mean Square

A (Groups)

13

14.76

154

9.35

Error

F
' 1*498

p
NS

* This analysis includes two extra groups which were
used in a separate study which was run in conjunction
with the present investigation*

and a sex factor added however, a significant baseline
difference between sexes was found (F = l+068, df = 1/143°
P

/ .05).
In order to assess the significance of changes

from Ss* baseline performance to their scores in imitation
and generalization, and also any differences among the var
ious groups, a 4 (modeling) X 3 (instructions) X 2 (sex)
X 3 (phases) repeated measures analysis of variance was.
performedo

The sex factor was not of conceptual interest

in this research, and was included in this analysis only
because it had been found significant in baselineo

The

results of this overall analysis revealed only one sig
nificant main effect, that for sex (F = 7=086, df = 1/239,
p = / oOl)o

None of the other main effects nor any of the

interactions proved to be significant (Tables 2 and 3)°
Since these results were clearly contrary to the
author’s expectations, an effort was made to determine the
cause of such a discordant outcome*

Accordingly, an analy

sis of the absolute amount and direction of change from base
line to imitation, and from baseline to generalization, as a
function of baseline score, was performed on the data from
Ss in the punishment conditions (Figures 1 - 4)°

This analy

sis revealed that Ss whose baseline score of nominal-phys
ical questions fell below the mean of all baseline scores
(x = 5°27) tended to increase their scores of nominal-phys
ical questions in both imitation and generalization phases,
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Table 2„

Mean Number of Nominal-Physical Questions
Across Conditions and Trials

No Model Control
N Ia
W Ib
S Ic
Model No
Consequences
N I
W I
SI

Baseline

Imitation

Generalization

4 =17
6 o08

4 =33
. 3 =75
4 =92

4 =00

5 =25
6.50
5 =08

4 =58

5 =25

3 =33
5 =50
5 =25

6.00
4 =67

■

5 =33
4=50

Model Weak
Punishment
N I
W I

6 o25
4 =00

SI

7=17

4 =58
4=33
4 =83

4 =25
4 =25
5 =50

Model Strong
Punishment
N I

6.50

W I
SI.

4 =58

5 =00

5 =67
5 =08

4 =75

4 =92

4 =67

8- N I = Neutral instructions
„ W I = Weak instructions
S I = Strong instructions

5 =67

Table 3°

Summary of the Analysis of Variance
of Number of Nominal-Physical Question Responses

Source

df

Mean Square

F

p

Between
(Modeling)

3

4oOS3

Z i

NS

B

(Instructions)

2

4 c197

L 1

NS

C

(Sex)

1

117*188

7=086

AX B

6

17o592

1,064

A X C

3

. 8,768

B X C

2

20,132"

A X B X C

6

8,194

120

16,538

2

A X D

L 1

H
O

A

NS
. NS

1,217

NS

Z 1

NS

9* 613

1,766

NS

6

8,841

1=558

NS

B X D

4

3 =919

Z 1

NS

C X D

2

3 =757

Z 1

NS

A X B X D

12

6,851

1=25 9

NS

A X C X D

6

7 =698

1,415

NS

B X C X D

4

1,1 6 0

Z 1

NS

12

. 6,527

1,199

NS

239

5=442

Between error
Within
D

(Trials)

A X B X C X D
Within error
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+12
+11
+10

Baseline Score
Below the Mean
0
1
2
3
4
5 . 6
7

Above the Mean
£
9
10 11

12

+
<D

to + 8
<ti
<D +
O
C +
H

1
1

+ 4

2

1

+

3
1

1
1

Score

+

+ 2

Change

+

1
0

1

- 1

2

2

1

-

to Cti
0)
k o <D
Q
<D

-

2

3
4
5

4
2

1

1

1

1

1

2

1
1

6

1

1

7
£

1
1

1
1

- 9

1
2

-10
-11

1

-12
r = -.736,
Figure 1 .

df = 9 4 ,

p / .01

Frequency and Amplitude of Score Change as
a Function of Baseline Score, Baseline to
Imitation (Punishment Groups)
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Baseline Score
+12

Below the Mean
0
1 2
3

4

7

Above the Mean
8
9 10 11

12

+11
+10
+ 9
»
S

<U

+ 8
+ 7
+

M

6

+ 5

+ 4

Change

Score

+ 3
+ 2
+ 1
0
- 1
-

1
1
1

2

2

- 3
%

~ ^

S

- 5

u

2
2

,

S - 6
°

- 7
- 8
- 9

-10

-11
-12
= -.652,

Figure 2".

df = 94,

p / .01

Frequency and Amplitude of Score Change as
a Function of Baseline Score, Baseline to
Generalization (Punishment Groups)
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Baseline Score

Above the Mean
7
8
9 10 11

Below the Mean
+12

0

1

2

J

12

+11
+10
+ 9

+ a
+ 7
+

6

+ 5
+ 4
+ 3
+ 2

-

1
0
1

-

2

+

- 3
- 4
- 5
-

6

- 7
-

8

- 9

-10
-11
-12
r = -.542,

Figure 3•

df — 70,

p ^ »01

Frequency and Amplitude of Score Change as
a Function of Baseline Score, Baseline to
Imitation (Control Groups)

Baseline Score
Below the Mean

Above the Mean

+12
+11

+10

<D +

Change

Score

H

10

—

kO
<D —

-10
-11
-12
r

.529,

df=70,

p

.01

i
Figure 4.

Frequency and Amplitude of Score Change as
a Function of Baseline Score, Baseline to
Generalization (Control Groups)

whereas Ss whose baseline scores fell above the mean
tended to decrease their scores from baseline to imi
tation and to generalization, as had been expected for
all Ss in punishment groups*

A 2X2

Chi Square table

of score frequencies was constructed for baseline to
imitation and for baseline to generalization, with
scores above versus below the baseline mean on one side,
and increase versus decrease on the other side*

The

resultant Chi Square was highly significant, for both
baseline to imitation (X^ = 11*10, df = 1 , p / *001),
and baseline to generalization (X^ = 12*12, df = 1,
p / *001)*

In order to assess the relative linearity

and magnitude of this relationship, Pearson Product
Moment correlations were calculated*

For baseline to

imitation, the resultant correlation between baseline
score and amount of change was -^*736, and for baseline
to generalization it was -*652, both significant be
yond the *01 level*

This clearly indicates that as

baseline scores increased, scores for imitation and
generalization tended to decrease rather consistently*
In order to assure that this relationship was a
genuine experimental effect, a similar analysis was
conducted with data from the control groups*
Suprisingly, this analysis revealed that a like
relationship, though not nearly as strong, existed for
the control groups*

A significant Chi Square was

: :

.
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obtained for both

baseline to imitation (X?. = 7079, df = Ij

p / oOl), and for

baseline to generalization (X.^. = 6<,265,

df = 1; p / o05), indicating a non-random distribution of
score frequencies for these groups =, In addition, signif
icant correlations between the baseline score and the
amount of increase or decrease were obtained for both
baseline to imitation (r= -»542, df = 70; p / oOl), and
baseline to generalization ( r = -.529, df = 70; p [_ .01).
In order to compare the correlations obtained from experi
mental and control groups, an analysis utilizing _z scores
was performed (Bruning and Kintz, 1966).

It was found

that the correlations obtained from experimental and
control groups for baseline to imitation were significantly
different (p / .05), but the difference between these
groups failed to reach significance for baseline to general
ization.
Had the baseline phase been an extra-experimental
measure, it might have been appropriate to proceed with an
analysis of covariance at this point.

However, to pull out

the covariance of scores in imitation and generalization
on the basis of the baseline measure, and then attempt to
re-use these scores to assess changes from baseline to
imitation and baseline to generalization was deemed statis
tically inappropriate.

For this reason, no further analysis

of the data was performed.
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A word should be included concerning scoring pro
cedures*

Each S's responses were recorded on a mimeo

graphed form prepared by the author, and were scored
independently by the author and the M*

Overall inter

scorer agreement exceeded *97$ and the remaining few
discrepancies were resolved by discussion between the
scorers*

Scoring was carried out on the basis of whether

the question pertained primarily to nominal-physical issues,
.the functional use of the stimulus, causal relations in
volving the stimuli, or to judgments of value or preference
concerning the stimuli*

These criteria were, in.operation,

admittedly somewhat subject to interpretation by the in
dividual scorer*

Nonetheless, an entirely adequate level

of agreement between independent scorers was achieved*

DISCUSSION
The results of this study are. clearly contrary
to expectations in that none of the hypotheses suggested
by prior research was borne out <> The analysis of vari
ance which was performed upon the data showed no sig
nificant differences for any factor except sex, but that
factor was rendered functionally insignificant because
there were sex differences extant in baseline®

Although

sex was included as a factor in the analysis in order to
reduce random error variance, it bears no theoretical
importance to the primary purpose of this study, and
for that reason merits no further consideration here®
While negative results were obtained on the
basis of the above mentioned analysis, it nonetheless
remained the case that some of the Ss in the modeled
punishment groups decreased their scores as expected®
Further analysis revealed that the relative amount of
increase or decrease in scores from baseline to imi
tation and baseline to generalization was directly
related to the magnitude of each S's baseline score,
for both experimental and control groups®
the special constraint that the

Thus, under

£5 self produces a
<
sufficient number of instances of the appropriate re-
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sponse class, it may be said that he will modify his re
sponses in the predicted direction following either ex
posure to the stimuli, or vicarious punishment of that
response class*

The increases and decreases in scores,

while systematic, cancelled each other out, leaving a
negative result from the analysis of variance*
These rather strange results suggest the possible
operation of several factors, the first of which relates to
the relative difficulty of the task*

The task is one of

concept formation, and the appropriate response is an in
stance of a complex rule governed behavior*

The correct

concept or rule to be ascertained by the Ss was that
questions pertaining to the identity or physical attributes
of the stimuli are not good questions and are to be avoided,
although the Ss were, of course, expected to code this rule
in a fashion simple enough for them to understand*
Some evidence pertaining to the difficulty of this
task for children has been provided in a study by Rosenthal,
Zimmerman, and Burning (1970)*

In this study sixth grade

economically underprivileged child observers were given a
baseline trial with this identical set of stimuli*

Subjects

were then exposed to twelve modeled instances of one of
the four classes of questions, were given an imitation
trial, and then a generalization trial with the second
set of stimuli*

The results indicated that children of

:

/
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this age group and socioeconomic status were indeed able
to discriminate the necessary cues to imitate the relevant
response class, without mimicking the specific modeled
response componentSo

Based on this result, it was ex

pected that Ss in the present study would also be able,
to discriminate the cues relevant to the punished nominalphysical response class, and subsequently suppress that
mode of responseo

However, one must bear in mind that a

new dimension of difficulty was added in the present
study, namely, that j3s were presented modeled examples
of not only one question class as in the previous study,
but rather of all four question classes, out of which
they were required to abstract the criteria for the pun
ished class in order to perform correctly in imitation
and generalization6

This would seem to make

the task

considerably more difficult since the separate criteria
delineating four different classes represents a great .
deal more information to be coded, processed, and decoded
into workable guidelines for behavior, in the same amount
of time, than does the presentation of exemplars for but
a single class»

In addition, this allows the E> only six

examples of the relevant response class instead of twelve«
One might reasonably conceive of such a dimension operating
in an exponential or multiplicative rather than an additive
fashion, such that the task is rendered several times more
difficult rather than just twice as difficult»

Had the task

' ;
'
'
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been no more difficult than that of the Rosenthal et alo
study, perhaps the vast majority of the Ss would have been
able to discriminate the question class and the fact that
it was being systematically punished, and would subsequently
have behaved in accordance with this information0 With
this added dimension of difficulty however, it becomes
clear that discriminability of those behaviors constituting
an appropriate response is dependent upon other factorso
Another possible factor is the type of punishment
stimuli employed in this study«

The various forms of

verbal rebuke were experimentally defined as punishment
stimuli for the purposes of this study on essentially an
a priori basis.

While it was effective in reducing the

future probability of similar responses for some Ss, for
others it had no suppressive effect at all.

This suggests

the possibility that stimuli such as those used did not
possess a negative valence for all Ss, and that a stronger
set of aversive stimuli might have been employed in order
to produce the expected degree of response inhibition.
The fact that each experimental S ?s baseline
score and the amount of increase or decrease in scores
from baseline to imitation and generalization are highly
correlated indicates that the crucial determinant of dis
crimination lies therein.

More specifically, whether, or

not an experimental S discriminated the punished question
class from the other more acceptable classes, and acquired

the connection between that class and the punishment
/"
stimuli, depended upon whether he produced at least six
instances of that class in baseline or not»

That is, if

an S self-produced anywhere from six to twelve nominalphysical questions in baseline, he was likely to have
discriminated the question class and the fact that it
was systematically being punished, and to thereafter have
behaved in accordance with this knowledge=

In addition,

the likelihood of an S achieving the correct discrimination
systematically increased with increasing baseline frequency
If, on the other hand, an S self-produced five or fewer
nominal-physical questions in baseline, the likelihood of
his correctly discriminating the concept was low, and
systematically decreased with decreasing baseline frequency
Rather than decreasing their scores, Ss in this category
systematically increased their scores from baseline to
imitation and generalization, and did so as an inverse
function of the magnitude of the baseline scoreo

Further

more, absolutely no signs of willful non-cooperation were
detected in the behavior of any of these Sso
The data from Ss in the control groups also demon
strated this relationship, although.to a lesser extente
Just as in the experimental groups, Ss systematically
increased or decreased their imitation and generalization
scores as an inverse function of their baseline scoreso
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Why this should occur remains unclear,but one may simply
conclude that it was an artifact of the task»
ence

The differ

between experimental and control groups in terms of

the degree of this relationship attained significance for
baseline to imitation, and approached significance for
baseline to generalizations

Thus, the punishment factor

may be said to have had some effect upon this relationship,
though it amounted to little more than a significant trend.
To the extent that punishment has an effect upon
this relationship, an hypothesis is suggested concerning
the covert process whereby the effect of vicarious punish
ment bn cognitive behavior is realized.

The data suggest

that under these conditions of difficulty and minimal
discriminability, a kind of match to sample process is
going on, such that the S cognitively compares the pun
ished sample presented by the M with the questions he had
presented in his baseline performance.

If the two stimu

lus complexes bear enough similarity in format, content,
and other relevant dimensions, then the S must accept the
punishment stimuli attached to the modeled question as
also applying to his question response.

The S may realize

that the punished question matches more than one of his
prior responses.

If this process occurs often enough,

then the punishment stimuli become conditioned to nominalphysical question stimuli through association, and the
rule becomes discriminated.

Recall that six of the modeled

question stimuli are nominal-physical in classification,
and are punished.

In this case, it appears crucial that

the S have produced at least six nominal-physical questions
to match against the modeled stimuli in order to have vi
cariously acquired the complete concept or rule.

Recall

also that Ss who did not produce at least six nominalphysical questions in baseline tended to increase the
frequency of that question class in subsequent trials.
These £>s apparently acquired an incomplete concept, i.e.,
they correctly discriminated the criteria for the nominalphysical question class, but failed to acquire the asso
ciation between that class and the punishment stimuli.
Consequently, as would be expected due to modeling effects,
they imitated the M in terms of a higher frequency of
nominal-physical questions instead of suppressing that
question class as an association between it and punish
ment would dictate.

Thus, a sufficient number of matching

trials occurred for the class concept to be acquired, but
not enough for the association between that class of
stimuli and punishment stimuli to be formed.

Again, this

hypothesis applies only to the extent that.punishment adds
to the relationship extant in the control groups.
The post modeling instructional variations were
designed to test the effect of attentional set upon S's
recall of their own and the M* s questions, and their
subsequent changes in behavior.

It was hypothesized

that, in the case of the weak instructions, a facili
tation of the matching process would occur, since they
called the S* s attention to his own baseline behavior
while asking for a change in that behavior<,
Greater facilitation was expected with the strong
instructions condition since it called attention not only
to the S {s baseline behavior, but to the M*s behavior as
.well, and asked for a change from those standards.

The

neutral instructions were included, of course, as a con
trol group.;
None of the instructional variations proved to be
significant, perhaps for the same reason that none of the
modeling variations did.

Again, had the task been easier,

the instructional conditions might well have influenced
the suppressive effects of vicarious punishment.

Within

the limits of the present analysis however, the instrucX

0

tional variations cannot be said to have created differ
ential performance, nor to have facilitated the hypothe
sized matching process.
It should be noted that no overt positive rein
forcement was administered either to the M or to the Ss.
Bandura (1969) contends, with considerable evidence to
support his position, that positive reinforcement to
either the model or subjects is not necessary for vi
carious learning to occur.
tate performance.

Rather, it serves to facili

For the purposes of this study then,

it was assumed that imitation per se had already become
an intrinsically reinforcing behavior for _Ss of this age
by virtue of a long prior conditioning history, and that
therefore, no overt positive reinforcement would be neces
sary,

The results generally support this contention.

Also in this vein, mention should be made of the author’s
use of the phrase "Here is the next card," in the study.
This phrase was repeated after each of the S ’s responses
in baseline, and after each non-punished response of the
M,

By virtue of a contrast effect (Bandura, 1969) between

that phrase and the punishment stimuli delivered to the M
following nominal-physical questions, "Here is the next
card," was probably established as a secondary reinforcer
for the Ss,

For this reason the use of this expression

was eliminated in the imitation and generalization trials,
so as to avoid reinforcing any initial trend or mode of
response.

No overt punishment was administered the Ss

either, the only punishment they witnessed was vicarious.
While none of the hypotheses as originally stated
was confirmed, the very limited results as they have been
qualified tend to support the current notion that abstract
conceptual rule governed behavior can be efficiently ac
quired and transmitted through vicarious means.

Whether

the Ss were able to discriminate the complete rule and thus
decreased their frequency of nominal-physical questions
from baseline, discriminated only the question

-
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class criteria without the concommittant punishment and
therefore increased their frequency of that question
class, or,- as in the control groups, changed for some
unknown reason, it appears clear that abstract concep
tual behavior was being vicariously acquired by the S's,
since there was extremely little imitation of the exact
modeled response components.

Instead, Ss used the class

criteria to generate novel sequences which fit the appropri
ate abstract pattern.

These results then, may be taken as

contraindicating evidence in regard to the conception of
imitation as literal mimicry of response components seem
ingly espoused by the Bollard and Miller work, the
Skinnerian school of thought, and by linguists in the
Chomsky tradition.
As to their bearing upon the question of the
effects of systematic punishment upon rule governed be
havior, the results must be interpreted with .caution.
It may only be said that punishment was effective in
creating the hypothesized result under the special
constraints that Ss self produced a sufficient number
of instances of the relevant response class in baseline,
and to the extent that punishment had an effect exceeding
that existing in the control groups.
For this reason, it is suggested that further
research is needed on this topic.

Perhaps within a

■
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similar research, paradigm the. utilization of a task which
is less difficult and has a wider latitude of response
possibilities, and/or more aversive sorts of punishment
stimuli, would produce more confirmatory results*

Of at

least equal interest would be further research designed
to elucidate the hypothesized matching process that appar
ently occurred in the present study, since research of
this sort would have important implications concerning
some of the basic cognitive processes involved in the
vicarious transmission of abstract rule governed behavioro

APPENDIX A

EXAMPLE SCORING OF QUESTION RESPONSES
Ao Examples of questions scored as pertaining to.the
identity or physical attributes of the stimuli a
l o

What is it?

2 0 What8s in the barrel?

Bo

3°

Is it on the stove?

4o

Is it very bright?

5°

Is that strong enough?

Examples of questions scored as pertaining to the
functional use of the stimulio

Co

l o

Can you eat it?

2o

Does it

3»

Can that hold water?

4o

Can you brush your dog with

5®

What could you buy with a penny?

make different sounds?

it? •

•

Examples of questions scored as pertaining to causal
relations concerning the stimuli=
l o

What makes wax melt?

2 o

Did you break the pencil?

3.o How can you pop the balloon?
4®

How does the speaker make your voice louder when
you speak into it?
44

5o

Would you damage your eyes when you looked at
the sun when there is an eclipse?

Examples of questions scored as pertaining to judg
ments of preference or value concerning the stimuli=
lo

Is it a good orange?

2o

Is the fan good or bad?

3=

Do these cut good?

4o

Do you like balloons?

5»

Is a penny very nice?

APPENDIX B

SAMPLE RESPONSE SHEET
NAME:
CONDITION:
SCORE:

3

Baseline
Imitation
Generalization
Baseline
Trial 1»_
2o.
3o.
4..
5o„

6..
7.

9o.
1 0 c .

lie.

12 o

46

Imitation
Trial 1»

2=
3o
/j- o

10 o

11 o„
12 o

Generalization
Trial 1,

48
10 o

Ho

12
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